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exclusive buyers and sellers have begun 
to interchange roles.
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PERSONAL
Who is your biggest professional mentor?
Elon Musk – he is bold and futuristic in his thinking. When 
it comes to visionaries there might be no one who dreams 
on a bigger scale than him.
 
If not a brand marketer, what would you be? 
A chef.
 
Name a brand (other than your own) you admire. And 
tell us why.
I really admire how Mini has been able to maintain its 
consistency and niche over the last 50 years. Despite the 
premium automobile industry becoming highly competi-
tive, Mini has sustained its unique position. The product 
speaks for itself, and even today most of its new models 
incorporate multiple design elements that speak of the 
car’s earliest iterations. Though it is reinventing its com-
munication, it manages to retain its links to the past. 
 

CATEGORY 
What are the big challenges you see coming your way?
A big opportunity for us is to be able to manage the 
increasing frequency of usage on the platform across 
categories (cars, bikes, mobiles, real estate). Another im-
portant focus area is to keep the platform safe and secure 
for users, and keep them aware of the ways in which they 
can safely transact on the platform. Our recent campaign 
‘OLX WebAware’ is an initiative in this direction.

What’s the biggest change in the way consumers ap-
proach your segment today, versus a year back?
An interesting shift has been in OLX consumers moving 
from being exclusive buyers and sellers to interchanging 
roles -  buyers becoming sellers and sellers turning buy-
ers. Used goods are no more just about limited means 
but about doing more. Our new communication, and 
tagline ‘OLX Karo, Aagey Badho’, was a step in the right 
direction and resonated instantly with our users. Another 
significant shift has been that our users now engage in 
buying and selling across multiple product categories. 
Earlier automobile and mobile used to be the lead cat-
egories, but now we see an adoption of household goods. 
Over the last 12 months we have witnessed growth in 
categories like fashion and sports accessories, and other 
passion and hobby items.

In what way/s does your marketing strategy change 

from Tier I to tier II and III markets?
There are certain Tier II cities that demonstrate more ac-
ceptance and maturity towards the category than other 
cities of similar size. We use the maturity of consumer 
behaviour towards the platform as a guiding principle for 
our marketing strategy.

MARKETING 
What’s the toughest part of being a brand marketer?
Clutter and lack of differentiation. Even if you manage to 
break the clutter and differentiate yourself, then doing it 
consistently is the biggest challenge for marketers.

Name the biggest professional hurdle you faced  
recently. How did you tide over it?
Increasing cross-category engagement on the platform 
was one of the major hurdles for us. To do so, we started 
creating various opportunities for the users to buy and 
sell. Playing on seasonality and topical trends such as 
the wedding season, summer and winter products, and 
festivals such as Diwali, helped us become relevant in the 
lives of our users.

ADVERTISING
What is your lead medium of communication today? 
Digital is the priority medium for us at the moment.
 
Are the best creative minds still in advertising?
Yes, they are, but many are still in mainline TV advertis-
ing. Some are gradually moving to digital advertising, 
which is a great trend for the whole industry. 
 
In what way has your relationship with your agency 
partners - creative and media planning/buying - 
changed of late? What’s the one must-have quality for 
an agency today? 
While the shift to the digital medium has created the 
opportunity to personalise communications with the 
“always-on consumer”, it has also made it harder to be 
different in the clutter.
 
Are you open to paying agencies a pitch fee? 
No, we only invite relevant agencies for any pitch.

Do you wish you could work with just one full-service 
creative agency instead of multiple creative minds?
We do not have full-service stack agencies that can take 
either an idea or a strategy across different mediums.
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